SABINE WREN
PAINTING GUIDE BY SORASTRO
Hello! In this guide I’ll be painting the Sabine Wren expansion for Star Wars: Legion.

As usual I’ve primed the figure in black,
followed with some grey and white zenithal highlights applied from above:

I’m starting with the light section of the trousers, and I’m using Thar Brown
mixed with a little Flat Black:

For the rest of the trousers I’m using a
roughly equal mix of Walnut and Thar
Brown, once again mixed with a little
Flat Black:

For the various grey areas I’m using
Graphene Gray, either mixed with Flat
Black for the dark grey body suit, or
mixed with White for the lighter sections:

This grey scale can also be used for
the armoured bracers as well as the
blaster:

For the ammo belt that goes round the
boots I’m using Brown Leather mixed
with a little Flat Black:

I’m then mixing in some Orange Leather and providing some highlights to the
raised texture:

And I’m now painting the bullets with a couple of pale grey tones:

For the belt and holster I’m desaturating some Brown Leather with a nearly equal
amount of Graphene Grey:

For the buckle I’m mixing just a little Caspian Blue into a very pale grey (almost
white):

We can also pick out the other small
metallic details with this:

I’m now just painting the darksaber handle and the inner column of the jet pack
with a dark grey:

For the rest of the jet pack I’m using
Violet lightened with some White:

I’ve done this in two stages, firslty keeping the tone somewhat dark, then going a fair bit lighter and using the side of the
brush to cover the flat areas, but avoiding the recesses:

I’ve now decided to add some preliminary highlights to the grey areas using the same grey scale as before:

And to highlight the belt and holster I’m adding some Walnut and some of the
more yellowish Arabic Shadow to the base tone:

And here I’m adding some Thar Brown:

We can also add some gentle highlights to the trousers using the base tones
but with less of the Black in the mix:

And here I’m continuing to highlight up the grey areas simply using increasing amounts of White:

For the plating on the boots I’ve first
provided a pure White undercoat:

I’m then adding the painted texture
using an orange (Antares Red mixed
with Sol Yellow) and Violet mixed with
White:

Here on the knee pad I’ve added a vertical highlight using pure White...

I might also use some Fluorescent Red
over some touches of white to achieve
some nice vibrant spots of colour:

And I’m also adding a few specks of
Caribbean Blue:

...which I’m then going over with some
thinned yellow-ish orange:

Moving onto the chest plate, I’m first painting the right side using white, but with
a little violet mixed into the lower, more shadowed area:

Next I’m drawing on the orange stripes (once again using Sol Yellow mixed with
a little Antares Red):

I’m then colouring the lower portion with Violet, and adding a bit of paint splatter/
noise:

I’m also using a very pale grey to add
some chips to the edges:

I’m now using Sol Yellow mixed with just a touch of Antares Red to paint the small panel in the centre, and I’m drawing a
circle on the left side of the chest (notice that I start small, then carefully expand the shape):

Next I’m using Antares Red darkened with a little of the Violet, and I’m using this to paint a rim around the circle, as well as
an approximation of the red part of the motif inside the circle:

I’m then painting round this with another band of yellow:

Followed with some of the Violet:

And one more band of yellow:

I then decided to add the small break in the line, just for the outer yellow band:

And I’m now once again adding a touch
of weathering:

I’m now quite losely painting the small shoulder panels using the same bright “paint” tones as before:

Next I’m going to paint the right shoulder, by first providing a very pale, off-white
base coat:

I’m then using some Flat Black to draw a series of equally-spaced notches around
the edge:

And here I’m trimming them down with
the off white:

Because I want a little bit of the second row ot the pattern to show, I’m now drawing the pattern in, then once again tidying things up with the off-white base tone:

I’m now painting the central area using Sahara Yellow:

And I’m adding some Sol Yellow to create a broad highlight towards the upper
half:

Next I’m using Antares Red mixed with Violet to draw the design on top, and I’m
starting by placing a series of evenly places spots as you can see here:

This just gives me my mark; I’m then placing three horizontal strokes over the spots before neatening up with the yellow:

I’m then joining the lower two stripes:

And doing a bit more tidying, as well
as adding some paint chips/scratches
with the yellow:

To finish the shoulder off I’m also using a thinned, mid grey tone to add some faded weathering to the chequered pattern
around the rim:

I’m now painting the elbow pads just as
I did the knee pads:

And I’m giving the left shoulder pad a
base coat of the Sol Yellow mixed with
a touch of Antares Red:

To draw the design I’m using Violet
mixed with some Flat Black:

I think an approximation is the best we
can hope for here, and it’s up to you
just how detailed you want to go!

Here I’m lightening the inner area with
some White:

For the outer circle I’m using a mix of Caribbean Blue, Autumn Green, and White:

I’ve somewhat simplified the eye area:

I’m now colouring the owl using White
mixed with a little Sky Blue:

And finally, I’ve just suggested the feet
and ears:

Next I’m painting the chevrons on the bracers using a roughly equal mix of Sol Yellow and Tenere Yellow:

Here I’m just painting the plating on the
gloves just as I did the knee pads:

For the coloured sides of the blaster I’m
mixing some Sky Blue, Caribbean Blue,
and White:

And for the light on the right bracer
I’m using White mixed with Carabbean
Blue:

I’m then using a pale grey to paint the
edge of the design:

I’m now mixing some Violet with some
Antares Red, and some Flat Black:

And I’m using this to paint the wing-like
design on the back of the jet pack:

I’ve also used some orange to paint the
coloured parts of the inner cylinder:

And here I’m just providing some last
highlights to the top edge of the jet
pack using Violet mixed with White:

Moving on to the helmet, I’m first painting the lower side panels in quite a pale
grey, and I’m creating a gradient that
gets lighter towards the bottom edge:

I’m then painting on the very dark grey
strip just above (Flat Black with a little
Graphene Grey):

And I’m using pure Flat Black for the
visor:

I’m now mixing a lilac tone using Violet mixed with White, and just a little Sky Blue, and using this to paint the broad design
on the top of the helmet:

And for the dark red tone I’m using Antares Red mixed with Violet:

For the top of the helmet I’m using a mid
grey tone for the areas of scratched-off
paint:

Once again, the design here is a bit of
an approximation:

And the rest is going to be the orange made of Sol Yellow and Antares Red:

I’m now adding some pale grey scratches - which is especially useful for helping to articulate the shape of the helmet
at the front:

The sides and the rim that runs round
the back is quite a yellowish orange:

I’ve also added a white glinting highlight to the visor:

And some specular highlights to the
top of the helmet:

For the darksaber I’m using Flat Black
mixed with some Navy Blue to add a
subtle sense of depth:

I’m then simply adding White to this in
a few stages, and adding the crackling
pattern on top, gradually getting lighter
with each layer:

I also want to ensure the edges are
nice and bright:

For the brightest highlights I’m adding a
little Sol Yellow to the White:

I’m now basing the figure as described in the video series to match the terrain I’m playing on:

And I’m now doing some final retouching, boosting of the highlights, and maybe a little black lining to help separate some
of the elements:

And this completes Sabine Wren!

PAINT LIST:
Flat Black (SC)
Thar Brown (SC)
Walnut (SC)
Graphene Grey (SC)
White (SC)
Brown Leather (SC)
Orange Leather (SC)
Caspian Blue (SC)
Violet (SC)
Arabic Shadow (SC)
Antares Red (SC)
Sol Yellow (SC)
Fluorescent Red (VMA)
Caribbean Blue (SC)
Sahara Yellow (SC)
Autumn Green (SC)
Sky Blue (SC)
Tenere Yellow (SC)

